A Tribute
To Brother Henry Boyer

A true Panther lives daily in a state of constant awareness and realizes within his or her heart that death is constantly a companion. This is a basic ideology to all who wear the symbol and support the Beliefs of the Black Panther Political Party. In essence to say, to die by the gun is to die in a state of beautiful blackness and serenity. Thus Our brother Henry Boyer died...consumed in his soul was the love of his people.

Henry was one of the originals Seattle Panthers. Being essential in the beginning, Henry, as well as others blazed a trail of Black Nationalism and self pride that all involved as of this day have followed... and believed.

This brother died not in vain. Henry in essence died for dignity and freedom. The thought of holding a high position in the party was Immaterial to him. The party was his life and the freedom of his peoples his main concern and objective.

The Panthers of Seattle salute Henry and his family. Never will we forget Henry and his memory will be forever instilled in our hearts and The hearts of all who relate to the philosophy and platform of our Party and the liberation of our people.
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